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KIM Project
É £5.5 million Grand Challenge project.
É Funded by EPSRC and ESRC.
É 80 industrial collaborators.
É 13 partners across 11 universities.
É Knowledge, information and data management issues in the
engineering industry.
É Strategies and tools for the emerging product-service paradigm.
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The Product-Service Paradigm
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The Product-Service Paradigm
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Work package structure
1. Advanced Product Information Representation & Management.
2. Learning Throughout the Product-Service Cycle.
3. Managing the Knowledge System Life Cycle.
4. Integrating Activities.
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Knowledge-Enhanced Notes (KEN)
Groups
Tools
Belt or chain driven pulley 
system
Neither are geometrically 
constraining (EXP) (05.58)
Chain doesn’t deal with 
debris well (EXP) (06.07)
Belt has no lubrication 
maintenance issues (EXP) 
(06.19)
Belt driven pulley system 
(DEC) (06.32
Database
Drag and Drop here
Browse
Engineering workspace
Documentary space
Flash Interface
PHP Scripts
Alastair Conway, Matt Geiss, Bill Ion, Chris McMahon
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Design Rationale Editor (DRed)
Tools
Graphical rationale mapping tool based on gIBIS;
also useful for root cause analysis.
Rob Bracewell
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Automated information capture
Practices
Tools
Analysing log files of design interactions to infer
rationale and detect inefficiencies in the design
environment.
Non-intrusive engineering
knowledge acquisition
User logging
Design/plan Dataanalysis
Knowledge
capture/
formalization
Knowledge
store
Raymond Sung
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Topic maps
Tools
Topic maps link topics together across documents,
and reveal information dependencies.
Matt Geiss
É Topic: piece of information, activity
É Association: input, output, control, resource
É Occurrence: underlying information resource
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Faceted classification
Tools
Browsing interface for records based on facets (e.g.
pumps classified by pumped material, mechanism,
pressure).
Yee Mey Goh
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Information management using RFID
Practices
Tools
Using a shared database of components
alongside Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
tags to enable through-life knowledge management.
Koray Pekericli
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Annotation of lightweight representations
Tools
XML annotation files used to supplement both
original CAD models and lightweight surrogates.
Same annotation file
Original CAD model
Annotation file
Lightweight surrogate
Lian Ding
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Annotation of lightweight representations
Tools
XML annotation files used to supplement both
original CAD models and lightweight surrogates.
Same annotation file
Original CAD model
Annotation file
Lightweight surrogate
Lian Ding
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RRoRIfE
Practices
Tools
Using accumulated representation information (RI)
to determine the best migration strategy for a given
purpose.
É XML format for RI
É File format RI lists whether
significant properties are fully,
partially or not supported
É Software RI lists whether a
given migration event
preserves a significant
property well, fairly well,
poorly, or not at all.
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ERIM Project
É Funded by JISC.
É Research Data Management Programme, Research Data
Management Planning for Research Funders’ Projects strand.
É University of Bath: IdMRC and UKOLN/DCC.
É Managing data produced by
É KIM Project;
É other IdMRC research.
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Terminology for Research Data Management
Data
Information
Knowledge
Metadata
Research Activity
Data Case
Record
Data Record (DR)
Research Data
Research Data Record (RDR)
Context Data
Context Data Record (CDR)
Data Object
Digital Object
Manifestation
Addition (Add)
Aggregate
Annotate
Associate
Augment
Collect
Duplicate
Data Cleaning
Collate
Delete
Derive
Extract
Format Migration (Migrate)
Generate
Recording (data)
Refine
Transform
First-Generation Data
Data Rawness
Information Loss
Information Gain
Function Loss
Function Gain
State Loss
Related
Process Repeatability
Data Reproducibility
Reversible
Non-Reversible
Data Use
Data Re-use
Supporting Data Re-use
Data Purposing
Data Re-purposing
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Research Activity Information Flows
Tom Howard
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